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A simple expression is derived to compute the total Gaussian
linewidth of a Voigt line that is broadened by sinusoidal magnetic-
field modulation as follows: DHpp

G (Hm)2 5 DHpp
G (0)2 1 k2Hm

2 ,
where DHpp

G (Hm) is the Gaussian linewidth observed with an
modulation amplitude Hm/2 and DHpp

G (0) is the Gaussian line-
width in the limit of zero modulation. The field modulation con-
tributes an additional Gaussian broadening of kHm, where k is a
constant, which adds in quadrature to DHpp

G (0) to give the total
Gaussian linewidth. Denoting the overall linewidth of the Voigt
line in the absence of modulation broadening by DHpp

0 (0), it is
shown, both by analytical means and by spectral simulation, that
the constant k is equal to 1/2 in the limit of Hm ! DHpp

0 (0);
however, using values of Hm as large as DHpp

0 (0) leads to only
minor departures from k 5 1/2. The formulation is valid both for
Lorentzian and Voigt lines and is tested for 2,2,5,5-tetrameth-
ylpyrrolidin-1-oxyl-3-carboxylic acid (3-carboxy proxyl) in CCl4
and in aqueous buffer. This spin probe was studied because the
proxyl group is the only major spin-probe moiety whose Gaussian
linewidth had not been characterized in the literature. For 3-car-
boxy proxyl, it is found that DHpp

G (0) 5 1.04 6 0.01 G independent
of solvent polarity. Precision values of the 14N hyperfine coupling
constant for 3-carboxy proxyl at 9.5°C are as follows: 14.128 6
0.001 G in CCl4 and 16.230 6 0.002 G in aqueous buffer. The
temperature dependence of DHpp

G (0) and the 14N hyperfine cou-
pling constant are reported as empirical equations. Results of the
present work taken together with previously published data per-
mits accurate correction for the effects of inhomogeneous broad-
ening due to unresolved hyperfine structure and modulation
broadening for the majority of spin probes in common use. © 1998

Academic Press

INTRODUCTION

To increase the signal-to-noise ratios of EPR spectra, most
conventional continuous-wave spectrometers employ magnetic-
field modulation (1). Modulation distorts the signal, leading to
modulation broadening, which has traditionally led the exper-
imentalist to seek a modulation amplitude which is a compro-
mise between noise and resolution. Alternative approaches
avoiding field modulation have also been proposed (2–5). In

most nitroxide spin-probe studies, resolution is not an issue1;
however, in many studies, determination of the correct intrinsic
(Lorentzian) linewidth is important. For these types of studies,
until recently (7), the only recourse had been to employ a small
modulation amplitude in order to obtain a faithful reproduction
of the lineshape. For most spin probes, the relevant lineshape
is a Lorentzian–Gaussian convolution (Voigt), the Gaussian
component occurring chiefly because of unresolved hyperfine
structure (8). Recent work (7) showed that a modulation-
broadened Voigt shape continues to be well described by the
Voigt shape such that only the Gaussian component is broad-
ened, leaving the Lorentzian component unchanged. The sig-
nificance of this finding is that approximate deconvolution
procedures developed to correct Voigt lines for unresolved
hyperfine structure (8) could also be used to correct for mod-
ulation broadening. Here, we find that rather large modulation
amplitudes, of the order of the Voigt linewidth, may be em-
ployed without compromising the need to obtain accurate
intrinsic widths. While predicting that only the Gaussian com-
ponent was broadened, the previous work (7) fell short of
providing a theory which explicitly yielded the Gaussian
broadening as a function of the modulation amplitude. To
provide such a theory is one purpose of this work.

A second purpose of the work is to characterize the Gaussian
component of the proxyl group since it is the only major
spin-probe moiety that has not been so characterized (8, 9). To
achieve this end and to test the modulation-broadening theory
experimentally, we studied the nitroxide spin probe 2,2,5,5-
tetramethylpyrrolidin-1-oxyl-3-carboxylic acid (3-carboxy
proxyl) as a function of modulation amplitude and temperature
in a buffered aqueous solution and in CCl4.

EXPERIMENTAL

The spin probe 3-carboxy proxyl (Synvar, Palo Alto, Cali-
fornia) and carbon tetrachloride (Merck) were used as re-

1 A notable exception occurs when the spin probe partitions between envi-
ronments of different polarity leading to two overlapping spin-probe spectra.
See for example, Fig. 1 of Ref. (6).
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ceived. Double distilled, deionized water was used to prepare
Hepes (Sigma) buffer, pH 7.4. Solutions were prepared by
weight and diluted to a final spin-probe concentration of 1024

M. Some samples were deoxygenated by bubbling nitrogen gas
through the solution for 30 min. Air-saturated samples or
deoxygenated samples were sealed into 50-mL disposable pi-
pettes which were housed in a quartz tube inside the variable
temperature dewar. The temperature was controlled to about6
0.2 K by the Bruker Variable Temperature Unit BVT 2000 and
was measured with a Fluke 51 K/J thermometer with the probe
placed just above the cavity. The temperature difference be-
tween the probe position and the sample was calibrated in a
separate run. The magnetic field was measured with a Bruker
ER 035 M NMR Gaussmeter. The field sweep was reproduc-
ible to within 0.0015 G during any one experiment.

THEORY

Unresolved Hyperfine Structure

Unresolved hyperfine structure is well known to broaden
EPR lines inhomogeneously (8). If a sufficiently large number
of magnetic nuclei contribute to the broadening, they add
Gaussian character to the EPR lineshape (8). For protons, the
peak-to-peak Gaussian linewidth in a first-derivative spectrum
DHpp

G is given by (8)

@DHpp
G #2 5 a O nj aj

2, [1]

whereaj is the unresolved proton hyperfine coupling constant
(magnetic field units) due tonj equivalent protons in setj. The
constanta was previously introduced (8) to take into account
the difference in the actual Gaussian linewidth and that calcu-
lated from the second moment. For large numbers of interact-
ing protons, the observed EPR spectral line is well approxi-
mated by a Voigt line shape, a Lorentzian–Gaussian
convolution; the only known exception arises if the hyperfine
coupling to single proton is much larger than the hyperfine
couplings to all of the other protons (10). The Voigt shape is
determined by a single parameter,x, as follows:

x 5 D Hpp
G /DHpp

L , [2]

whereDHpp
L is the Lorentzian linewidth which is usually the

quantity of interest, arising as it does from spin relaxation
processes. The convolution produces a spectral line of ob-
served linewidthDHpp

0 . It has been shown (8) that parameters
measured from EPR spectra may be corrected accurately in a
wide range of spin probe applications oncex has been deter-
mined. The power of this approach is that, within the limits of
its applicability, all nitroxides may be treated universally. As is
expected, a universal treatment begins to break down at large
values ofx, the region of large proton couplings (8).

Experimentally, there have been two approaches to find the

parameterx. The first consists of measuring the relative heights
of the wings of the spectral line, the so-called four-point
method (11). See Figs. 11 and 12 of Ref. (8). The second
involves least-squares fitting (12) of the spectral line to a sum
of Gaussian and Lorentzian shapes taking advantage of the fact
that such a sum is an excellent approximation to a Voigt
(8, 13). Thus, the sum function

Y9 ~H ! 5 I @hA L9 ~H ! 1 ~1 2 hA !G9 ~H !# [3]

is either equated to the experimental spectral line at the four
points (8) or it is least-squares fit over a fit window (12). In Eq.
[3], Y9(H) is the first derivative spectral line of linewidthDHpp

0 ,
L9(H) is a Lorentzian shape,G9(H) is a Gaussian shape, andhA

is the mixing parameter. The subscript A indicates thathA is
the fraction of Lorentzian character based upon the doubly
integrated spectral line (area). BothL9(H) andG9(H) are nor-
malized to unit area and both have the same linewidth, equal to
that ofY9(H), DHpp

0 . Detailed expressions forL9(H) andG9(H)
are given in Eq. [13] of Ref. (8). OncehA is determined from
least-squares fitting or the four-point method, a map fromhA to
x is needed to proceed. Such maps based upon the Voigt shape,
which we refer to as the Voigt maps, are given by Eq. [9] of
Ref. (8) or Eq. [8] of Ref. (12).

As expected, at large values ofx, the detailed spectra for
different spin probes begin to deviate significantly from one
another (8). Except for the case of a single large proton
coupling (10), these spectra are still well describe by the Voigt
shape; however, the Voigt map is no longer accurate. A model
hyperfine pattern called the ‘‘Universal Nitroxide’’ was intro-
duced (8) which was a compromise pattern intermediate be-
tween many common spin probes. This produced a different
map fromhA to x, given by Eqs. [14] and [10] of Ref. (8),
which we refer to as the universal map. Later work showed (9)
that the universal map was accurate all the way up tox 5 5 for
doxyl-labeledn-alkyl chains.

Both the Voigt and universal maps were designed to give
reasonable results over a wide range ofx, compromising
precision at small values ofx where corrections to findDHpp

L

are less critical becauseDHpp
G is small anyway. If one is

interested inDHpp
G itself, as we are here, then a more accurate

map is needed at low values ofx. Such a map is given in Eq.
[12] of the Appendix.

Modulation Broadening

We discuss the common case in which the magnetic field is
modulated at an angular frequencyvm and is detected at the
first harmonic producing first-derivative lineshapes (1). The
modulation field is given by

H ~t ! 5
Hm

2
sin~vmt ! , [4]
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whereHm, often referred to as the modulation ‘‘amplitude,’’ is
actually the peak-to-peak value.

We combine the following two facts: First, only the Gauss-
ian component is broadened when a Voigt line is subjected to
the modulation given by Eq. [4] (7); and second, the Gaussian
linewidth is proportional to the root-mean-square moment of
the inhomogeneous broadening (8). The second moment of Eq.
[4] is given by Hm

2 /8; thus, we write the modulation-induced
Gaussian linewidth askHm, the constantk to be determined.
The behavior of a Voigt line may be deduced by recalling that
Gaussian linewidths add as the sum of their squares (8):

DHpp
G ~Hm!2 5 DHpp

G ~0!2 1 k2Hm
2 , [5]

where DHpp
G (Hm) is the Gaussian linewidth observed with

modulation amplitudeHm/2 andDHpp
G (0) is the Gaussian line-

width in the limit of zero modulation. For a line that is
Lorentzian in the absence of modulation broadening,DHpp

G (0)
5 0 and Eq. [5] predicts thatDHpp

G (Hm) would increase linearly
with Hm.

Analytical evaluation ofk. The value ofk may be deduced
from the closed analytical expression due to Wahlquist (14) for
the linewidth of a modulation-broadened Lorentzian as fol-
lows:

HDHpp
0 ~Hm!

DHpp
L J 2

5 H Hm

DHpp
L J 2

1 5 2 2Î4 1 H Hm

DHpp
L J 2

, [6]

whereDHpp
0 (Hm) is the overall broadened linewidth andDHpp

L

is the (constant) Lorentzian linewidth. The overall linewidth
may be decomposed into its Lorentzian and Gaussian compo-
nents using the simple relationship for the Voigt shape discov-
ered by Dobryakov and Lebedev (15),

H kHm

DHpp
0 ~Hm!J

2

1
DHpp

L

DHpp
0 ~Hm!

5 1 , [7]

where the modulation-induced Gaussian linewidth is explicitly
written kHm. SubstitutingDHpp

0 (Hm) from Eq. [6] into Eq. [7]
and expanding for small values ofHm/DHpp

L yields k 5 1/2.
Strictly speaking, this expansion ought to be valid only for a
Lorentzian line; however, if we think of a Voigt line as com-
prising a set of Lorentzian lines imposed upon a hyperfine
pattern determined by the unresolved hyperfine structure, then
the additional Gaussian broadening will still be given by Eq.
[5]. Conceptually, the expansion leading tok 5 1/2 ought to
extend only to small values ofHm/DHpp

L ; however, we next find
by numerical computation that this limitation is unnecessarily
restrictive.

Numerical evaluation ofk. Previously (7), plots of
DHpp

G (Hm) vs Hm for Lorentzian lines were found to be ap-
proximately linear as is predicted by Eq. [5]; however, the

curves did not extrapolate to the origin. This difficulty may be
traced to the inadequacy of the previous map with respect to
the Gaussian component at small values ofx. An accurate map
for x , 0.5 is given in Eq. [12] of the Appendix.

Lorentzian and Voigt line shapes with input values ofx 5
0.1 to 4.0, under the influence of field modulation, were sim-
ulated as described in Ref. (7). These were fit (12) to Eq. [3]
using a fit window of 4.0DHpp

0 (0). For values ofx , 0.5, the
map in Eq. [12] of the Appendix and for values ofx . 0.5 the
universal map (Eqs. [14] and [10] of Ref. (8)) were used to find
the best fit values ofx. The Dobryakov–Lebedev relation (15)
was then used to derive values ofDHpp

G (Hm) andDHpp
L .

To facilitate comparison of the modulation-induced Gauss-
ian broadening at different values ofx, we rearrange Eq. [5]
and divide by the unbroadened overall linewidth,DHpp

0 (0), as
follows:

DHpp
G*

DHpp
0 ~0!

5
ÎDHpp

G ~Hm!2 2 DHpp
G ~0!2

DHpp
0 ~0!

5 k
Hm

DHpp
0 ~0!

. [8]

Here, the first equality definesDHpp
G*. The left-hand side of Eq.

[8] is the normalized Gaussian broadening, which, according to
the right-hand side ought to be a linear function of the normal-
ized peak-to-peak modulation amplitude. For a Lorentzian line,
DHpp

G (0) 5 0 and Eq. [8] reduces to a linear relation between
the Gaussian linewidth andHm.

Figure 1 shows plots of the left-hand side of Eq. [8] (Fig. 1a)
and the normalized values ofDHpp

L (Fig. 1b) as functions of the
normalized modulation amplitude. The dashed lines in each
case represent the values derived from fitting the simulated
spectra; the upper corresponding tox 5 0.1 and the lower tox
5 4.0. The solid lines are plots of the theory: Eq. [8] withk 5
1/2 (Fig. 1a), and constantDHpp

L (Fig. 1b). Interestingly, the
deviation from the prediction of Eq. [8] withk 5 1/2 is less at
higher values ofx. Note that in Fig. 1,Hm is allowed to attain
a maximum value equal to the unbroadened linewidth; that is,
in practice, the limitation thatHm ! DHpp

0 (0) may be relaxed to
Hm ' DHpp

0 (0). Given the uncertainties in most experiments,
discussed on p. 77 of Ref. (8), the error in the Gaussian
broadening calculated from Eq. [5] is likely to be less than
other uncertainties. It should be borne in mind that one of these
uncertainties is the choice of map at values ofx . 2 (8). In
case more precision is merited, a more accurate value ofk may
be found by fitting each curve in Fig. 1a to a quadratic function
of Hm/DHpp

0 (0) and expressing the second-order coefficient as
a function ofx. This yields

k 5 1/ 2 1 0.068 exp~20.658x!
Hm

DHpp
0 ~0!

. [9]

Equation [9] reflects the fact observed earlier that the deviation
of k from 1/2 diminishes at higher values ofx.
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RESULTS

Unresolved Hyperfine Structure

Following Windle (16), we studied 3-carboxy proxyl in
buffered aqueous solution and carbon tetrachloride in order to
cover a wide range of solvent polarities.

Figure 2 shows the center line of the 3-carboxy proxyl EPR
spectral line in CCl4 at 9.5°C using a deoxygenated sample and
the following settings: power, 0.32 mW;Hm, 0.05 G; time
constant, 10 ms; and sweep time, 42 s. The spectral line was fit
to Eq. [3] using a fit window of 3.5DHpp

0 . The lower trace is the
difference between the fit and the experimental spectral line
showing that the sum function approximation to a Voigt, Eq.
[3], is an excellent description of the observed spectral line.
From this fit, and the universal map, Eqs. [17] and [10] of Ref.
(8), we calculate thatx 5 4.61. The overall linewidth of the
spectral line in Fig. 2 isDHpp

0 5 1.195 G, and using the scheme
in Fig. 11 of Ref. (8) leads toDHpp

G 5 1.037 G andDHpp
L 5

0.225 G. Measuring seven spectra leads to the mean values and
standard deviations in Table 1. Note that the Gaussian compo-
nent dominates the spectral line, having a linewidth that is 87%
that of the entire line. Increasing the microwave power to 2.5
mW increases the Lorentzian linewidth by 0.03 G and leaves
the Gaussian linewidth unchanged. Averaging over seven spec-
tra gives the results in Table 1.

The spectral line in Fig. 2 was taken at low power, modu-
lation amplitude, and temperature (to reduce spin exchange) to
optimize the resolution in an attempt to deduce the hyperfine
coupling constant to the protons at the 4 position. There is no
apparent incipient resolution in the spectral line, so we made an
effort to detect this hyperfine coupling by fitting the spectral
line to a model of a triplet of spectra of form Eq. [3] having
relative intensities 1:2:1 separated by the proton hyperfine
coupling constant at position 4,aH4

. The hyperfine spacing
between members of the triplet was varied as a fit parameter.
This yielded an excellent fit withDHpp

G 5 0.895 G andaH4
5

0.3066 0.011, where the error is the estimate derived from the

FIG. 1. (a) The additional Gaussian linewidth induced by field-modulation
DHpp

G* vs the peak-to-peak modulation amplitude normalized to the unbroad-
ened linewidth. The upper dashed line corresponds to results measured from
simulated spectra atx 5 0.1 and the lower tox 5 4.0, while the solid line is
a plot of Eq. [8] withk 5 1/2. Plots of Eq. [8] withk given by Eq. [9] are
indistinguishable from the dashed lines. (b) The normalized Lorentzian line-
width vs the normalized peak-to-peak modulation amplitude. The upper dashed
line corresponds to results measured from simulated spectra atx 5 0.1 and the
lower tox 5 4.0, while the solid line is a plot of constant Lorentzian linewidth.

FIG. 2. (a) The center line of the EPR spectrum of 3-carboxy proxyl at
9.5°C in deoxygenated CCl4. (b) The difference between the experimental
spectrum and the best fit to the sum function, Eq. [3].

TABLE 1
Hyperfine Coupling Constants, Gaussian and Lorentzian

Linewidths for 3-Carboxy Proxyl (T 5 9.5°C)

Solvent A0, G DHpp
G (0), G DHpp

L , G

Hepes 16.2306 0.002 1.0456 0.003a 0.2396 0.004b

CCl4 14.1286 0.001 1.05 6 0.01a 1.49 6 0.02c

CCl4 (deoxygenated) 1.0386 0.006d 0.2246 0.004e

a Intercept of Eq. [5]. Mean values and standard deviations in three lines.
b Center line. Averaged over eight spectra atHm 5 0.2 to 1.2 G.
c Center line. Averaged over 18 spectra atHm 5 0.25 to 2.0 G.
d Mean values and standard deviations in 21 measurements, 3 lines each in

7 spectraHm 5 0.05 G.
e Center line; mean values and standard deviations in seven spectra.
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nonlinear least-squares fitting in the standard fashion. Unfor-
tunately, the difference between the residuals using a single
sum function, Eq. [3], and those using the triplet is negligible;
therefore, we learn that such a triplet of Voigts produces an
excellent Voigt, so one is not enlightened whether theaH4

5
0.306 G is the coupling to the two protons at position 4 or not.
However, the two equally good fits gave us an unexpected
opportunity to test the validity of a proposed method, p. 92 of
Ref. (8), to find the factora in Eq. [1].

The method, applied to two equivalent protons,N 5 2, is
particularly straightforward since the pattern has lines of one-
half maximum intensity. The hyperfine pattern is a simple
triplet of relative intensities 1:2:1 spaced byaH (Fig. 3a); thus,
the full-width at half-maximumDH1/2

G 5 2aH as shown in Fig.
3a. Figure 3 is prepared in absorption presentation for clarity,
so peak-to-peak linewidths appear between points of maximum
slope. Figure 3b shows lineshapes, in this case Lorentzians,
imposed upon the stick pattern (solid lines) and the sum of the
three lines to give the resultant spectrum (dashed lines). To

convert to a peak-to-peak value of the Gaussian component, we
use the fact thatDH1/2

G 5 Î2ln2 DHpp
G ; thus, DHpp

G 5 2 aH /
Î2ln2. Setting this equal to the value computed from Eq. [1],
DHpp

G 5 Î2a aH, yields a(theory)5 (2 ln 2)21 5 1.44.
In all of the cases discussed before Ref. (8), the number of

protons was so large, yielding values ofa so nearly equal to
unity, that it was difficult to test the method. Further, previ-
ously (8) we had to interpolate between lines to find the
position of half-maximum intensity. In this case, no interpola-
tion is needed anda(theory)5 1.44 is a substantial departure
from unity and ought to provide a better test.

Before describing the test, we make some comments about
Fig. 3b.

Lorentzian lineshapes were chosen to prepare Fig. 3b be-
cause the figure nicely illustrates the linewidths that are perti-
nent to a Voigt. The Voigt (dashed line) has a Lorentzian
component provided by the Lorentzian linewidth of the sepa-
rate lines and a Gaussian component provided by the spread of
the pattern. Thus, in Fig. 3b, the linewidth of the Lorentzian
component of the Voigt (dashed line) is exactly equal to the
linewidth of the separate lines,DHpp

L . The linewidth of the
Gaussian component of the Voigt (dashed line) as calculated
earlier is 2aH /Î2ln2. With the choices ofaH andDHpp

L used in
the preparation of Fig. 3b, the linewidth of the Voigt,DHpp

0 , is
about 2.5 times larger than its Lorentzian component and about
1.3 times larger than its Gaussian component. In Fig. 3b,x is
about 2.

Returning to the test of the method to evaluatea, we observe
that the case at hand is slightly more complicated than that
illustrated in Fig. 3 in that the lineshapes imposed upon the
three lines are themselves Voigts. In this case, the linewidth of
the Lorentzian component of the resulting Voigt is the line-
width of the Lorentzian component of the separate Voigts. The
linewidth of the Gaussian component of the resulting Voigt
must be calculated by adding in quadrature the Gaussian line-
widths from the separate lines to that due to the spread. Thus,
the squared Gaussian linewidth of the experimental line treated
as a triplet is given by (0.895 G)2 1 2a(0.306 G)2. This must
be equal to the squared Gaussian linewidth of the experimental
line treated as a singlet, (1.037 G)2, from which we may
calculate the experimental value ofa. This givesa(experi-
ment)5 1.46, very nearly equal toa(theory)5 1.44. Carrying
out these fittings and calculations for seven spectra yields
a(experiment)5 1.38 6 0.07, the error being the standard
deviation in the seven experiments.

For a spectral line such as that in Fig. 2, with a large value
of x, the universal map becomes suspect; however, we are able
to confirm its validity for 3-carboxy proxyl by studying an
air-saturated sample. The spectral line (not shown) is broad-
ened to an overall linewidth ofDHpp

0 5 1.513 G because of
spin exchange interactions with dissolved oxygen (17). These
spin exchange interactions do not affect the Gaussian compo-
nent because the unresolved proton hyperfine pattern remains

FIG. 3. (a) Stick pattern due to two equivalent protons, a triplet, spaced by
the proton hyperfine coupling constant,aH, of relative intensities 1:2:1. The
width of the pattern at one-half maximum intensity is exactly the spacing of the
outer hyperfine lines,DH1/2

G 5 2aH. (b) Lorentzian lineshapes (solid lines)
imposed upon the hyperfine pattern and the resultant sum of the three lines
(dashed line).
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the same. Carrying out the same fitting procedure as that
discussed in connection with Fig. 2, we find that the Lorentzian
component is broadened toDHpp

L 5 1.496 0.02 G while the
Gaussian component has a linewidth ofDHpp

G 5 1.056 0.01.
The reduced precision resulted because of an unexpected com-
plication in the analysis of the air-saturated CCl4 data. The
larger overall linewidth resulted in a larger fit window which
led to inclusion of only a portion of the flanking13C lines. This
led to errors in the determination of the mixing parameters and
in turn in the values ofx andDHpp

G . Thus, a large fit window
was employed that extended well beyond the13C lines. This
resulted in a 1% change of the Gaussian linewidth that was
taken to be the uncertainty. In the air-saturated sample, the
increased Lorentzian linewidth lowers the Voigt parameter tox
5 0.705, at which point all maps yield negligibly different
values ofDHpp

G (8). The fact thatDHpp
G found forx 5 4.61 and

0.705 are equal within 1% (Table 1) demonstrates that the
universal map is valid for 3-carboxy proxyl.

The hyperfine coupling constant to the14N nucleus,A0, was
measured as one-half the separation of the high- and low-field
lines as described in detail previously (18). The results are
given in Table 1.

Measurements ofA0, DHpp
G (0), and DHpp

L in air-saturated
Hepes buffer were similarly carried out and the results are
tabulated in Table 1. Typical of nitroxide spin probes,A0 varies
substantially with polarity (19–22); however, the Gaussian
linewidth is identical in the two solvents.

The variation ofA0 with temperature is shown in Fig. 4. The
solid symbols mark data points taken with increasing temper-
ature and the open symbols with decreasing temperature. The
solid line is a least-squares fit of a quadratic function of the
temperature to all of the data yielding

A0~T! 5 16.2231 7.753 1024 T 2 6.883 1026 T2,

[10]

whereA0(T) is given in gauss whenT is given in °C valid in the
rangeT 5 5–50°C. This level of precision is needed in prob-
lems involving changes in pH whereA0 decreases by about 0.2
G when the molecule is protonated at low values of pH (23).
Also, high precision is needed if the spin exchange frequency
is to be deduced from the shift of the14N hyperfine lines (24).

The Gaussian linewidth varies linearly with temperature in
the range 7–50°C (not shown) as

DHpp
G ~T! 5 1.0572 1.203 1023 T, r 5 0.998 , [11]

whereDHpp
G (T) is given in gauss whenT is given in °C andr

is the coefficient of correlation.

Modulation Broadening

Figure 5 shows the Gaussian linewidth as a function of the
peak-to-peak modulation amplitude for 3-carboxy proxyl in
aqueous Hepes buffer (solid symbols) and in air-saturated
CCl4, (open symbols). The data in deoxygenated CCl4 are the
same within experimental error to those in the aqueous buffer.
The data in Fig. 5 extend up to values ofHm equal to the
unbroadened overall linewidth of the spectra; thus, higher
values ofHm are employed with the air-saturated CCl4 sample.
The two data sets are at quite different values of the Voigt
parameter: nearx 5 4.6 for the Hepes and nearx 5 0.7 for the
air-saturated CCl4. The solid line is a plot of Eq. [5] with
DHpp

G (0) 5 1.04 G andk 5 1/2 and is seen to describe the
modulation broadening of the low-valuedx extremely well and
even the high-valuedx rather well. At the maximum value of
modulation amplitude,Hm ' DHpp

0 (0), the measured values of
DHpp

G (Hm) for the Hepes sample are about 3% smaller than
those calculated from Eq. [5], a negligible difference in view of

FIG. 5. The Gaussian linewidth versus the peak-to-peak modulation am-
plitude for 3-carboxy proxyl in aqueous Hepes buffer, solid symbols, and in
air-saturated CCl4, open symbols. The solid line as a plot of Eq. [5] with
DHpp

G (0) 5 1.04 G andk 5 1/2.

FIG. 4. The temperature dependence of the14N hyperfine coupling con-
stant for 3-carboxy proxyl in Hepes buffer, pH 7.4. The solid symbols mark
data points taken with increasing temperature and the open symbols with
decreasing temperature. The solid line is a plot of Eq. [10].
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the various uncertainties involved in the corrections (8). Within
experimental error, the Lorentzian linewidth was constant as a
function of Hm for each of the samples. Averaging over all
values ofHm yielded the values given in Table 1. The com-
plication in the analysis of the air-saturated CCl4 data due to
the 13C lines discussed earlier led to uncertainties in Gaussian
linewidth that varied from 1.5% atHm 5 0.2 G up to 4.5% at
Hm 5 1.8 G.

DISCUSSION

A clear, quantitative understanding of the effect of field
modulation on a Voigt line is now available. Only the Gaussian
component is broadened and this broadening may be calculated
to first order from Eq. [5]. Since such Gaussian broadening
may be corrected, yielding accurate values ofDHpp

L , modula-
tion broadening may be used to increase the signal-to-noise for
weak signals with no significant loss in information. The effect
upon the time required for an experiment can be rather signif-
icant. For example, if one increasesHm from about 0.1DHpp

0 to
1.0DHpp

0 , realizing about a factor of 10 in improved signal-to-
noise, the number of scans may be reduced by 100. Reducing
accumulation time by two orders of magnitude can make the
difference in the feasibility of an experiment. Almost all spin
probes produce spectra well described by the Voigt shape;
thus, the effect of modulation may be predicteda priori in
order to plan spin-probe investigations.

The validity of Eq. [5] is demonstrated experimentally for
3-carboxy proxyl by the results in Fig. 5. The spin probe
3-carboxy proxyl yields EPR spectra with severe inhomoge-
neous broadening leading to large values of the Voigt param-
eter in some cases. The Gaussian linewidth arising from unre-
solved hyperfine structure is the same in aqueous buffer and
CCl4, so previous methods (8) to correct for inhomogeneous
broadening may be applied without reference to the solvent.
Similarly to the doxyl-labeled alkyl chains (8, 9), large values
of x are encountered even though the spectral line remains
unresolved; therefore, detailed knowledge of the proton hyper-
fine coupling constants cannot be obtained from EPR measure-
ments alone.2 Failure to correct the observed linewidth to find
DHpp

L would result in errors of about 400% for either Hepes
buffer or the deoxygenated CCl4 solutions and 25% for air-
saturated CCl4 solutions. Now that the proxyl moiety has been
studied, the Gaussian linewidths of all of the major spin probes
are now available (8, 9) and the methods of Ref. (8) may be
used to correct spin label data to first order; however, Gaussian
linewidths vary for a variety of reasons, including spin ex-
change (8). Therefore, precision work will continue to require
a determination of the Gaussian linewidths in each experiment.

In addition to the motivation to increase the signal-to-noise
ratio, there may be cases in which it would be beneficial to

modulation-broaden the lines intentionally. One such case oc-
curs in problems employing spin exchange of spin probes in
liquids. At spin exchange frequencies comparable with the
Gaussian linewidth (in frequency units), the spin exchange
tends to collapse the hyperfine structure (8, 25, 26). Thus, there
is a troublesome region of spin exchange frequencies in which
the linewidth of the Gaussian component decreases with spin
exchange, complicating the correction procedures. This has
been solved (8, 25); however, it is complicated. A straightfor-
ward experimental solution to the problem is to increase the
modulation amplitude until the modulation-induced Gaussian
component is large compared with the unresolved hyperfine
coupling component. In this way, a constant Gaussian compo-
nent may be easily corrected.

Typical of nitroxide spin probes, the14N hyperfine coupling
constant,A0, for 3-carboxy proxyl varies substantially with
polarity (19–22) (Table 1); however, the Gaussian linewidth is
identical in the two solvents (Table 1), obviating the need to
adjust this quantity for solvent polarity. This does not mean
that the proton hyperfine coupling constants are independent of
polarity, only that the sum in Eq. [1] does not vary. For those
spin probes that have been studied in detail (8, 9), the changes
in Gaussian linewidth with polarity vs that ofA0 are uncorre-
lated. For example, in changing solvents from water to CCl4,
the Gaussian linewidth changes in the 80–90% range for
TEMPONE and DTBN, in the 10% range for TEMPO, TEM-
PAMINE, and CTPO, and less than 5% for the DOXYL
labeled alkyl chains and TEMPOL.3 Now we find that 3-car-
boxy proxyl joins this latter group.

The fact that the experimental value ofa 5 1.386 0.07 is
within experimental error of the theoretical value ofa(theory)
5 1.44 demonstrates that the previously proposed method to
calculate this quantity on p. 92 of Ref. (8) is valid. Table 2

2 These coupling constants could be measured using NMR if need be. See
Ref. (9) and references therein.

3 Acronyms: TEMPO, 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-N-oxyl; TEMPONE,
4-oxo-TEMPO; TEMPAMINE, 4-amino-TEMPO; TEMPOL, 4-hydroxy-
TEMPO; DTBN, di-tert-butylnitroxide; CTPO, 3-carbamoyl-2,2,5,5-tetra-
methyl-3-pyrroline-1-yloxyl; DOXYL, 4,4-dimethyloxazolidine-N-oxyl.

TABLE 2
Calculated Values of a in Eq. [1]

Number of equivalent
protons a

2 1.443
4 1.282
6 1.164
8 1.105

10 1.078
12 1.081
14 1.076
16 1.067
18 1.056

Note.According to p. 92 of Ref. (8).
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gives the results of the calculations ofa as a function of the
number of interacting protons.

APPENDIX

Transformation of hA to x at Small Values of x

At small values ofx, the sum function, Eq. [3], is an
excellent approximation to the Voigt line shape. For example,
at x 5 0.001, the sum function reproduces the Voigt to within
a maximum fractional deviation of 23 1024. Simulating Voigt
lines and carrying out fittings as described in Ref. (12) over a
fit window 4.0DHpp

0 , we arrive at the following:

x 5 Î2.7721~1 2 hA! 1 13.937~1 2 hA!2, [12]

valid over the region 0, x , 0.5. Over this region, the map
in Eq. [12] reproduces the true value ofx to within 0.005 while
the Voigt (8, 12) and universal maps (8) yield values ofx in
error by as much as 0.1.
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